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How To Use Montessori Nomenclature
3 -Part Cards
Montessori Three-Part Cards are designed for
children to learn and process the information on the
cards. The Montessori Three-Part Card consists of: a
card with the picture and the word label; a card
with the picture; and a card with the word label.

platypus
Labeled Picture

Picture

platypus
Label

Step one: Lay down all the picture cards,
introducing one term at a time.
Step two: Ask the child to point to the picture card
you ask for.
Step three: Gather the picture cards in your hand.
Place one card at a time down and ask, "What is
this?"

If a child is still engaged:
Step four: Lay down all the labeled picture cards (control
cards). Read each word to the child.
Step five: Ask the child to match each picture card to
the labeled picture cards (control cards).
Step six: Ask the child to take the top label card and
compare it to the first labeled picture card, until they find
the matching label card for each control card.
Once a child can read:
Step one: Ask the child to lay down the picture
cards and name each term.
Step two: Ask the child to read each label card and
match it to the picture card.
Step three: Ask the child to use the labeled picture cards
(control cards) to self-correct.

Information cards with facts can be used
by Montessori Elementary students. This
time only use a picture, a label card, and
information card.
Animals of Europe cards can be used as a
part of:
- geography unit study
- biology study
- the continent box.
For printing recommendations click here.
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Alpine marmot
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Arthropods
Of Europe

Black Garden Ant

Large Flax
Flea Beetle

Habitat: garden, scrubland and
wet areas, grasslands

Habitat: pest of flax and
linseed, leaves of a range of
other plants

Information Cards

Diet: insects and spiders, plants
and fruit

Diet: roots of plants

Interesting fact: Black ants
often make large nests with
extensive tunnel connections.
The nest queen can live up to
around
15
years.

Interesting
fact:
Larvae
damage the plant roots,
causing weakened plants and
growth retardation which is
reflected not only in the seed
yield but in the quality of the
fiber.
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Paper Wasp

Habitat: tree branches and the
eaves of houses
Diet: plant nectar, caterpillars and
small insects provide food for
developing larvae
Interesting fact: Paper wasp
colonies contain three castes:
workers, queens and males. In the
spring they select a nesting site
and begin to build a nest. Nests
are built from wood fibre
collected
from
posts,
and,
occasionally, from live plant
stems.

Banded
Demoiselle

European Garden
Spider

Habitat: freshwater, particularly
open running water bodies such
as streams and smaller rivers
Diet: plants, other bugs and
aquatic life - blood-worms and
water- fleas, mosquitoes
Interesting fact: The female is
metallic green and lacks the
band on the wings.

Habitat: wide range of habitats,
including fields, gardens, forests,
and urban areas
Diet: insects
Interesting fact: These large,
leggy
spiders
are
most
commonly spotted suspended
head-down in their impressive
orbital webs among brush,
buildings and trees.
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Birds Of
Europe

Mute Swan

European Shag

Information
Cards

Habitat: tidal and freshwater
wetlands, ponds, slow rivers,
coastal bays, and inland lakes
Diet: aquatic vegetation, frogs,
tadpoles, fish, snails, mollusks
and insects
Interesting fact: The name
'mute' derives from it being
less vocal than other swan
species. The exotic mute swan
is the elegant bird of Russian
ballets and European fairy
tales.

Habitat: rocky coasts
Diet: benthic fish - fish that
lives right above the surface of
the sea floor
Interesting fact: European
shags have been shown to dive
to at least 45 metres.
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Black Grouse

Habitat:
natural
forests,
moorland and heathland, early
stages
of
coniferous
plantations, rough grazings,
meadows

Diet plants - bilberry and
heather
Interesting fact: The back
grouse is a large bird with
males
being
around
53
centimetres long and weighing
1,000–1,450 gram.

European Nightjar

Habitat: freshwater
orchards, gardens

wetlands,

Diet:
flying insects, including
moths,
beetles,
mantises,
dragonflies, cockroaches and
flies
Interesting fact: Males produce
harsh, jarring calls (hence the
name nightjar), better known as
"churring" calls, that consist of
1.900 notes per minute. These
loud calls are designed to attract
females during the breeding
season.

Alpine Swift

Habitat: cliff faces, urban
areas,
places
that
are
inaccessible to predators, such
as roof spaces and underneath
bridges
Diet: insects they catch in their
beaks, drink on the wing, roost
on vertical cliffs or walls
Interesting fact: A study
published in 2013 showed
Alpine swifts can spend over
six months flying without
having to land.
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Mammals
Of Europe

European Hare

Alpine Marmot

Information
Cards

Habitat:
country

temperate,

open

Habitat: mountainous areas

Diet:
grasses
and
herbs,
supplementing these with twigs,
buds, bark and field crops

Diet: plants such as grasses
and herbs, as well as grain,
insects, spiders and worms

Interesting fact: Their natural
predators include large birds of
prey, canids and felids. They
rely on high-speed endurance
running to escape from their
enemies. They have long,
powerful limbs and large
nostrils.

Interesting
fact:
Alpine
marmots used to be widely
hunted due to the belief that
their
fat
would
ease
rheumatism when rubbed on
the skin. Hunting of the alpine
marmot still occurs for sport
as well as its fat.
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Red Squirrel

Norway Lemming

European Water
Vole

Habitat:
conifer
and
broadleaved woodland
Diet: spruce and pine seeds,
acorns, berries, fungi, bark and
sap tissue
Interesting fact: The squirrel
makes a nest out of twigs in a
branch-fork, forming a domed
structure about 25 to 30 cm in
diameter. This is lined with
moss, leaves, grass and bark.
Tree hollows and woodpecker
holes are also used. The red
squirrel is a solitary animal and
is shy and reluctant to share
food with others.

Habitat: tundra and fells, close
to water
Diet: sedges, grasses, moss
Interesting fact: The Norway
lemming spends the winter in
nests under the snow. When the
spring thaws begin and the snow
starts to collapse, they must
migrate to higher ground, where
the snow is still firm enough for
safety, or, more commonly, to
lower ground, where they spend
the summer months.

Habitat: banks of slowflowing lowland rivers and
canals, or ponds and streams
Diet: grass and plants near the
water, fruits, bulbs, twigs, buds,
roots
Interesting fact: It is often
informally called the water rat,
although it only superficially
resembles a true rat.
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Thank you for giving
this printable a try!
I trust it is helpful in
your classroom!
Follow Montessori Nature:
Facebook | Blog | Pinterest | |Instagram
This item is a paid digital download from Montessori Nature. As such, it is for use by the original
purchaser only. This item is also bound by copyright laws. Redistributing, selling, or posting this
item (or any part thereof) on the Internet (including classroom webpages) are all strictly prohibited
without first gaining permission from the author. Violations are subject to the penalties of the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act. Please contact me if you have questions:
info@montessorinature.com

Visit Animals of the Continents Series
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